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The principal aim of this work is to estimate, or to approximate, the complexk-space spectrum of
the wave field arriving on a linear array. First, using linear approximation, the location-dependent
effect of the wave field magnitudes is modeled as an extra ‘‘loss’’ factor in the complex spectral
variable. This complex spectrum model may provide a better description of the physical process and
require less sensor elements than the real spectrum model because of the additional degree of
freedom provided by the ‘‘loss’’ factor. A high-resolution algorithm combining the singular value
decomposition method and the eigen-matrix pencil method is then employed to find the complex
spectra representing the incoming real spectrum and the location dependent factors of multipath and
multimode arrivals. Five key features~noise immunity, robustness, resolution, accuracy, and
physical insight! of the proposed algorithm are studied using numerical examples. ©1998
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!00907-2#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Gk@JLK#
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INTRODUCTION

A linear receiving array is commonly employed to di
cern and to evaluate the arriving angles of multi-path
multi-mode arrivals. In conventional approaches, the to
field p received by the linear array is expressed as a sum
noiseless incident waves plus the additive noisew:

p~x!5p8~x!1w~x!, p8~x![ (
m51

M

cm exp~ ihmx!, ~1!

wherex denotes the coordinates of receivers along the lin
array,p8 is expressed in terms of a sum ofM exponentials,
andM is the total number of arrivals. For themth arrival,hm

is phase constant along thex coordinate andcm is the am-
plitude. Various spectrum resolving methods can be use
estimatehm and cm of relevant arrivals while the arriving
spectra will be derived from the estimatedhm .

However, there are two deficiencies in those conv
tional approaches for applications in underwater envir
ments. First, the amplitudecm is assumed to bex indepen-
dent. This assumption is usually not very practical beca
the gains or locations of different receivers may not be w
calibrated,1 the incoming waves may be beam-like fields2

the incoming wavefronts may not be on plane surface1,2

there may be more than two waves arriving with very clo
incoming directions but not totally in phase,3 etc. All these
practical factors can causecm to be dependent onx. Second,
the spectrumhm is assumed to be real which is not alwa
true. For example, consider the case of a horizontal arra
an underwater waveguide wherep denotes the total acousti
pressure,x is the range coordinate, andhm and cm are the
modal eigenvalues and amplitudes, respectively. If the wa
guide is lossy, the modal eigenvaluehm will be complex. To
remedy these two deficiencies, we first extend the conv
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tional model to incorporate thex-dependent effects and th
loss mechanism into the model. Letcm5 f m(x) and hm

52 ia1m1bm , where a1m accounts for the loss mecha
nisms andf m(x) accounts for thex dependency ofcm . Not-
ing that f m5exp@ln„f m(x)…# and ln~11e!'e if ueu!1, the re-
ceived fieldp can still be expressed in the same form as
above equation. Choosing a reference coordinatex0 ,

p~x!' (
m51

M

bm exp~ ikmx!1w~x!,

km[bm2 iam , bm5 f m~x0!exp~2a2mx0!, ~2!

am5a1m1a2m , a2m[@] f m~x0!/]x0#/ f m~x0!.

Here, f m(x) is approximated by a linear functionf m(x0)
1@] f m(x0)/]x0#(x2x0) which, in turn, is approximated by
the exponential functionf m(x0)exp@a2m(x2x0)#. The linear
approximation implicitly assumed that the signal~on location
dependent variations! is narrow band. In the real-spectrum
model in~1!, each arriving field strength is approximated b
a constant. If there are many arrivals, thetotal sum of
complex-spectrum arrivals in~2! may not necessarily matc
the measured data better than thetotal sumof real-spectrum
arrivals in~1!. However, if any of the incoming arrivals doe
not have a constant amplitude along the receiving array,
model in ~2! can definitely provide betterinsight of the
physical mechanism. Moreover, the variableam in ~2! de-
picts an additional degree of freedom which is absent in~1!.
This feature implies that the model in~2! may have the ad-
vantage of reducing the the required number of sensors
detection system.

Based on~2!, the problem of estimating the comple
spectrum reduces to estimation of the complex poles i
linear system. In fact the work on linear antenna arrays
equivalent to existing techniques of pole estimation
discrete-time systems perturbed by noise, with discrete t
increment replaced by the uniform spatial separation o
linear array. Having set up the model, we can then us

,
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spectral estimation algorithm to evaluate the complex am
tudesbm and the complex exponentsikm . Although there
exist many conventional approaches,4–9 none can work sat-
isfactorily. The spectral resolution of the fast Fourier tran
form ~FFT!-based approaches is limited by the array len
which is relatively fixed by the experimental setup. Pe
odogram, Black-Tukey, and MUltiple SIgnal Classificatio
methods cannot provide the real partsam of the complex
exponentsikm . Prony-based algorithms can only work
conditions with high signal-to-noise ratios. The AutoRegr
sive and AutoRegressive Moving Average series usu
have trouble in relating their estimated results directly to
physical unknownsbm andkm . To remedy these difficulties
we apply a newly developed modified eigen-matrix pen
which is originally developed for identifying scattering ce
ters for target identification9,10 and is used for the wireles
channel modeling more recently.11,12 This new algorithm
consists of three steps. First, the singular value decomp
tion ~SVD! method13 is employed to filter out the white
noise. Secondly the eigen-matrix pencil method is used
identify the complex damped exponents. Finally, the co
plex amplitudes can be obtained by a least-square appro
The eigen-matrix pencil method is similar to the matrix pe
cil by Hua and Sarkar,14 due to the fact that both method
use a matrix pencil to find the system poles in the tra
formed domain. However, the matrix pencil of the former
based on the principal eigenvectors of the Hermitian d
matrix, while the matrix pencil of the latter is directly base
on the data to be processed.

The Cramer–Rao lower bounds15 are used as a bench
mark to study the algorithm performance. It is found th
unlike its conventional counterpart, our approach, the S
eigen-matrix pencil method, is statistically efficient and
most ‘‘optimal’’ in the sense of the smallest variance. T
underlying idea is to establish a rank properly satisfied by
noise-free signal matrices and use it to approximate no
data via rank reduction. This approach is well known.5 For
the real signals the SVD is equivalent to the conventio
eigen value decomposition and thus the role of SVD is n
ligible. However for complex signals SVD improves consi
erably the accuracy and statistical properties of the eig
matrix method. The fundamental reason to explain why t
prefitering step works is that the signal space spanned by
M principal singular vectors obtained using the singu
value decoposition~SVD! is different ~for complex signals!
from that spanned by theM principal singular vectors ob
tained from the eigen value decoposition. For real signal
can be proven that these two signal spaces are identica

I. METHODOLOGY

Let p@n# denote the acoustic pressure measured by
nth receiver located atx5nd1x0 , wherex0 is the reference
location andd is the distance between two adjacent receiv
andn51,2,...,2N11. Equation~2! becomes

p@n#5 (
m51

M

amzm
n 1w@n#,

am5bmeikmx0, zm5eikmd, m51,2,...,M . ~3!
289 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 1, July 1998
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A. Hankel data matrix decomposition

Now form a square Hankel data matrixP of size (N
11)3(N11) with N>M , andP is defined as

P53
p@0# p@1# p@2# ¯ p@N#

p@1# p@2# p@3# ¯ p@N11#

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

p@N# p@N11# p@N12# ¯ p@2N#

4 ~4!

where the 2N11 data samples are used. The Hankel ma
P has equal elements along lines perpendicular to the pri
pal diagonal.16 We also know that a square Hankel matrix
a special case of a Hermitian matrix.16

Define W as the Hankel noise matrix constructed fro
w@n# in the same way as in~4!. The Hankel data matrixP
can then be decomposed as

P5SNASN
T1W, ~5!

where the Vandermonde matrixSN has the structure

SN53
1 1 ¯ 1

z1 z2 ¯ zM

¯ ¯ ¯

¯ ¯ ¯

¯ ¯ ¯

z1
N z2

N
¯ zM

N

4 ~6!

and A is a M3M diagonal matrix with themth diagonal
element given byam , m51,2,...,M . Here superscriptT in
~5! represents the matrix transpose. Both matricesSN andA
are of rankM . Thus, for the noiseless case, theN3N matrix
P is also of rankM and hasN2M zero eigenvalues amon
the totalN eigenvalues.

B. Rank-reducing filtering through singular value
decomposition

With noise, the matrixP is of rank N and the task of
spectrum estimation becomes very difficult. Fortunately,
can employ the singular value decomposition algorithm
reduce noise strength in many practical occasions. Write
matrix P as

P5 (
n51

N11

snunvn
H , ~7!

where the superscriptH denotes matrix Hermitian. Here,sn ,
un , and vn are thenth singular value, left singular vector
and the right singular vector of the matrixP, respectively.12

In other words,

PHPvn5sn
2vn , PPHun5sn

2un , n51,2,...,N11. ~8!
289Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm
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TABLE I. Estimation of the three fundamental waves and the first leaky bending wave of an infinite cir
cylindrical thin shell.

Parameters Given Noiseless SNR530 SNR515

a1 25.807E-4 25.807E-4 20.283 848 22.56 197
a2 0.0 24E-14 1.924 702 20.23 045
a3 0.0 21.36-13 21.029 932 26.49 755
a4 28.6 959 203 28.6 959 203 29.356 470 21.491 432
b1 1.1 586 599 1.1 586 599 2.01 696 4.61 486
b2 1.9 744 053 1.9 744 053 10.845 679 23.730
b3 9.1 418 616 9.1 418 616 212.20 365 2.37 801
b4 0.4 750 813 0.4 750 813 1.04 364 220.6571
ub1u 1.0 1.0 1.98 222 1.97 286
ub2u 0.8 0.8 0.43 009 1.48 426
ub3u 0.6 0.6 0.18 922 0.88 410
ub4u 0.2 0.2 0.13 845 0.38 338
/b1 0.0 1.9363E-12 24.91567E-4 20.31 048
/b2 0.0 22.4128E-12 20.12 538 20.53 887
/b3 0.0 21.2123E-14 0.55 829 1.21 599
/b4 0.0 21.6936E-14 0.362 381 1.47 979
f
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Arrange the positive singular valuessn (n51,2...,N11)
with decreasing order. Assume the signal strength is su
ciently strong. Then, among theN11 pairs of left and right
eigenvectors, there are onlyM pairs~with M largest singular
values! primarily spanning theM signal space.12,16The other
N2M11 pairs primarily span the noise space. Thus, we
replace the matrixP through SVD with its rank-M approxi-
mation matrixP0 :

P0[ (
m51

M

smumvm
H'SNASN

T . ~9!

The rank-M approximation reduces the noise and theref
enhances the SNR. The noise energy is given by the Fr
nius norm of the difference matrixP2P0 defined asiP
2P0iF5Ssm

2 , wherem5M11, M12,...,N11.

C. Principal eigenvectors

Let ln be thenth eigenvalue anden be thenth eigen-
vector of P0 wheren51,2,...,N11. SinceP0 is a N11 by
N11 matrix but is with rankM , ln is 0 for n5M11, M
12,...,N11 anden is a (N11) by 1 column vector. Con-
struct aM by (N11) matrix E5@e1 ,e2 ,...,eM# from theM
principle eigenvectors. Then

P0E5EL'SNASN
TE, ~10!

whereL is a M by M diagonal matrix withln as itsnth
diagonal element. Therefore, we can expressE as

E[SND, D'ASN
TEL21, ~11!

whereD is M by M matrix with rankM .

D. Generalized eigenvalues of the matrix pencil

Next, we form matrixF1 using the firstL rows of E
ranging from the first row to theLth row, andF2 using the
next L rows of E ranging from the second row to the (L
11)th row. HereL is chosen to be larger thanM . Then,
F15SLD andF25SLZD, whereSL is defined in~6! andZ is
a M by M diagonal matrix withzm as itsmth element,m
oc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 1, July 1998
fi-

n

e
e-

51,2,...,M . The generalized eigenvalue of the matrix pen
$F1

HF1 ,F1
HF2% is defined by the complex roots of the chara

teristic polynomial:

det$~lF1
HF1!2~F1

HF2!%5det$~F1
HSL!~lI M2Z!D%

5 )
m51

M

~l2zm!50, ~12!

whereI M is a M -dimensional identity matrix and ‘‘det’’ de-
notes the determinant of the matrix. Equation~12! is valid
when the eigenvalueszm are distinct. By solving~12!, the
desired complex spectrakm5(2 i ln zm)/d where m
51,2,...,M .

E. Complex amplitudes

By defining vectors a5@a1 ,a2 ,...,aM#T, p5@p@0#,
p@1#,...,p@2N##T, and w5@w@0#,w@1#,...,w@2N]] T, Eq. ~3!
can be expressed in matrix form

p5S2Na1w, ~13!

where Vandermonde matrixS2N is defined in~6!. The least-
square solution of~13! leads to the complex amplitudesa as

a5~S2N
H S2N!21S2N

H p. ~14!

II. EXAMPLES OF COMPLEX SPECTRUM

Let rn5(xn ,zn) be the coordinate of thenth element of
a linear receiving array wherezn50, andxn5(n2N21)d
for n51,2,...,2N11. Here,d is the distance between tw
adjacent array elements and 2N11 is the total number of the
array elements. The referencex0 in Eq. ~2! is chosen to be
zero. The complex spectrum formulation is first applied to
waveguide supporting both trapped and leaky modes. C
sider a fluid-loaded infinite circular cylindrical shell whic
supports three fundamental waves: compressional, torsio
and bending. In our calculation, we also include the fi
leaky bending wave which is relevant for near zone testi
The complex wave numbers (b2 ia) and the complex exci-
tations (ubuexpI/b) of these four waves are shown in th
290Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm
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second column of Table I. Here, no azimuthal variation h
been assumed. One can refer to Table V of Ref. 17 for
tailed structure parameters which are used for deriving th
numerical values. Note that the bending wave has a zea
and a very largeb ~9.1418616! which is much larger than the
wave number of the surrounding fluid. Thus, the energy
the bending wave is primarily confined in the shell. The t
sional wave has a zeroa and a nonzerob ~1.9744053! which
is smaller than the wavenumber of the surrounding flu
However, the energy of the torsional wave is solely confin
in the shell because the shear motion does not interact
the fluid when the azimuthal variation is zero. The compr
sional wave is a leaky mode because of the nonzeroa
(25.807E-4) and the small valueb ~1.1586599!. The first
leaky bending wave is a very strong leaky wave becaus
has ana with very large negative value~28.6959203!. In
our numerical simulation, we substitute these parameters
~2! to generate the received fieldp(x) and then use the SVD
eigen-matrix pencil method to perform the spectral estim
tion. The estimated results usingd50.11 andN55, shown
in the third column of Table I, are very accurate. When
noise is present, the spectral estimation becomes very d
cult because of the co-existence of both largeb and negative
largea.

The second example of complex spectrum formulation
when the wavefront is not plane. Consider the field exci
by a point source located atr s5(xs ,zs) with unit strength.
Thus, the field received at thenth receiver is
291 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 1, July 1998
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p~xn!5
eikr

kr
, r 5@~xs2xn!21zs

2#1/2, ~15!

wherek is the wave number in the medium. Equation~15!
can be formally written as

p~xn![ f ~xn!eib~xs2xn!, f ~xn![p~xn!e2 ib~xs2xn!, ~16!

where the phase constantb is chosen such thatf (xn) is a
slowly varying function with respect to the exponential term
For the two special cases,

b'k, r'uxsxsu1
zs

2

2~xs2xn!
, if uxs2xnu@uzsu,

~17!

b'k/2uzsu, r'zs1
uxs2xnu2

2zs
, if uxs2xnu!uzsu.

From ~16!, the complex phase constantkm and amplitudebm

in Eq. ~2! can be obtained approximately following the pro
cedure shown in~2!. In numerical simulations, we consider
two source locationsr s15(50d,5d) and r s25(2d,30d),
whered5l/4 andk52p/l. We useN55 andd50.11. For
the case withr s1 ~see Fig. 1!, uxs2xnu@uzsu. But for the case
with r s2 ~see Fig. 2!, uxs2xnu!uzsu. In Figs. 1 and 2, the top,
middle, and bottom figures represent SNR5`, 30 dB and 15
dB, respectively. The curves denoted by* , s, and1 repre-
sent the noise-free incident fieldp8(x) in ~1!, the noise con-
taminated incident fieldp(x) in ~1!, and the reproduced in-
ted
FIG. 1. A point source located at (50d,5d). N55 andd50.11. Curves with* , s, and1 denote the noiseless incident field, noisy incident field, and simula
results.
291Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm



nd
FIG. 2. A point source located at (2d,30d). N55 andd50.11. Curves with* , s, and 1 denote the noiseless incident field, noisy incident field, a
simulated results.
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cident field using estimated complex wave numbers
amplitudes in~12!–~14!, respectively. In Fig. 1, the phas
and the amplitude of the noiseless incident field are alm
linear ~see the two top figures!. Thus, the incident field can
be conveniently described by the complex spectrum mo
When the noise increases, the complex spectrum model
gives very good linear approximations to the fluctuated m
nitudes and phases. The estimated results tend to ignor
random fluctuation due to noise and stay close to the m
value. In Fig. 2, the phase and the amplitude of the noise
incident field are not linear. Thus, it is not very convenient
use the complex spectrum model. Nevertheless, the com
spectrum model gives a good linear approximation to
phase. The maximum error in the magnitude is less than
When the noise increases, the complex spectrum model
gives very good linear approximations to phases. It is in
esting to see that the error of magnitudes remains con
lable even when noise increases.

The third example of complex spectrum formulation
for beam incidence where the incident field strength alo
the wavefront is not constant. Here, we use a complex so
point technique to generate a Gaussian beam. Consid
complex source locationr s85(xs1 ih cosj,zs1ih sin j)
wherer s5(xs ,zs) is the center of beam waist,h is the beam-
width parameter, andj is the beam propagation angle~see
Ref. 18!. The field received at the sensor becomes
292 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 1, July 1998
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p~xn!5
eikr̂ 2kh

kr̂
,

r̂[@~xs1 ih cosj2xn!21~zs1 ih sin j!2#1/2,

~18!

where exp(2kh) is a normalization constant and

r̂'~r 1 ih!1
2ihr @12cos~z2j!#

r 1 ih
,

~19!

z[cos21
xs2xn

r
, if r .0, h.0, and z'j,

where the real distancer is defined in~15!. Here, the condi-
tion z'j denotes that the receiver is in the paraxial region
the beam, i.e., the receiver is near the beam axis. The c
plex spectrum model of a beam incident field can be
tained by substituting~18! into ~16! and by employing~2!.
The numerical simulation is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 w
beam waist locationr s15(0,50d) and r s25(50d,50d), re-
spectively. Note thatN511,d5l/450.11, andk52p/l. In
both cases, the beam width parameterh5100d. The beam
incident anglej is p/2 andp/4 for the cases withr s1 andr s2 ,
respectively. The arrangement of numerical results is sim
to those in Figs. 1 and 2 where the top, middle, and bott
figures represent SNR5`, 30 dB, and 15 dB, respectively
The curves denoted by* , s, and1 represent the noise-fre
incident fieldp8(x) in ~1!, the noise contaminated inciden
292Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm



FIG. 3. The beam waist center is located at (0,50d). The beam angleu5p/2. The beamwidth parameterh5100d. Curves with* , s, and1 denote the
noiseless incident field, noisy incident field, and simulated results.
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field p(x) in ~1!, and the reproduced results using estima
complex wave numbers and amplitudes in~12!–~14!, respec-
tively. The noiseless incident field in Fig. 3 is symmet
with respect to thez axis. The simulated results using es
mated complex spectra and amplitudes remains symme
When the noise increases, the simulated results are no lo
symmetric but provide the best linear approximations to
noise contaminated field. In Fig. 4, the phase of the recei
fields are almost linear and, therefore, the simulated res
give very good approximations for both noiseless and no
situations. Examples in Figs. 1–4 show that the comp
spectrum model provides the best linear approximation
the magnitude of an incoming ray with either zero or no
zero slope where the conventional real spectrum model
only provide the approximation result with a constant ma
nitude ~i.e., a linear approximation with zero slope!.

In the fourth example, we consider two plane wav
with close incident angles:

p~xn!5b1eib1xn1b2
ib2xn[ f ~xn!eib1xn,

~20!

f ~xn!'b1S 11
b2

b1
ei ~b22b1!xnD .

If b1 is close tob2 , we can use a plane wave with comple
spectrum to represent these two plane waves. The estim
complex spectra and amplitudes are shown in Table II us
N55 andd50.11. The second column gives the exact v
ues of the two incoming plane waves with real spectru
~i.e., the twoa’s are equal to zero!. Note that the difference
293 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 1, July 1998
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of the two b’s is very small. The third column shows th
estimated results under the noise free condition. The num
cal error is extremely small. The fourth and fifth colum
show the estimated results of two noisy situations when
SNR are equal to 30 dB and 15 dB, respectively. In b
situations, the results indicate only one dominant comp
spectrum ray becauseub1u@ub2u anda1 is nonzero. The es-
timatedb1 is quite accurate. The resulting complex spectru
ray is a combination of the two incident real spectrum ra
We conclude that rays with close incident angles are
resolvable in noisy environments. Figure 5 shows the ex
incident fields and the simulated data using estimated spe
and amplitudes. Legends and arrangements of the graph
the same as those in Figs. 1–4. In all situations, it is dem
strated again that the complex spectrum model tends to
nore the random fluctuation of the noise and provides
best linear approximation to the incident results. We consi
the other case of two incident plane waves with a lar
separation of the two incident angles. However, we p
posely assume only one incident wave during the spec
estimation whereN55 andd50.11. The exact input param
eters and the estimated results are shown in Table III.
resulting complex spectrum ray is a combination of the t
incident real spectrum rays. It is remarkable that the e
mated results are insensitive to the increase of noise.
simulated results using the estimated parameters are sh
in Fig. 6. Again, the complex spectrum model ignores t
random fluctuation of the noise and provides the best lin
293Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm



FIG. 4. The beam waist center is located at (50d,50d). The beam angleu5p/4. The beamwidth parameterh5100d. Curves with* , s, and1 denote the
noiseless incident field, noisy incident field, and simulated results.
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approximation. From these two examples, we conclude
the complex spectrum model is more robust than the
spectrum model when two plane waves arriving at the
ceiving array with close incident angles. Next, we will co
sider multiple incident waves.

In Table IV and Fig. 7, we consider seven incident pla
waves where the incident angles of three of them are clos
one another. The true input parameters and the estim
results obtained by usingN55 and d50.11 are shown in
Table IV. Since the degree of freedom is 5 whenN55 of the
receiver array, we can estimate at most five rays. The c
tributions due to the three rays with close incident angles
combined and reduced into a complex spectrum ray in
estimated results. It is remarkable that the estimated res
are accurate and also insensitive to the increase of noise
simulated results using the estimated parameters are sh

TABLE II. Estimation of two incident plane waves with very close incide
angles. Two incident waves are assumed.

Parameters Given Noiseless SNR530 SNR515

a1 0.0 2.776E-11 20.02191 20.161 547
a2 0.0 22.852E-11 24.60023 21.394 746
b1 16.32 419 16.32 419 16.351 767 16.28 072
b2 16.35 372 16.35 372 220.838 676 211.42 969
ub1u 1.0 0.9999 1.37 358 1.416 186
ub2u 0.95 0.95 2.6231E-3 0.080 047
/b1 0.0 21.8807E-9 0.75 838 0.763 279
/b2 1.57 079 1.57 079 20.25 147 2.031 808
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in Fig. 7. It is not surprising to see that the complex spectr
model ignores the random fluctuation of the noise and p
vides very good approximation. This example confirms ag
that the complex spectrum model is more robust with resp
to noise than the conventional real spectrum model w
many plane waves arrive with close incident angles. Mo
over, the complex model may be employed in systems w
fewer degree of freedom than the number of incoming wa
where the conventional real spectrum model breaks dow

From Tables II–IV and Figs. 6 and 7, it seems that t
complex model is not able to resolve rays with close incid
angles under noisy conditions. A question may be rai
concerning about the resolution of the complex spectr
model. To address this issue, consider a shallow waveg
with a very lossy bottom and a horizontal receiving arr
with a constant depthz0 . In the numerical calculation, we
use the shallow water waveguide in Ref. 3, which suppo
three propagating modes. The three complex modal eig
values (km521am1bm) and modal excitation strength
(bm) for m51,2,3 are shown in the second column of Tab
V–VII. The results in Table V are obtained usingN55 and
d55. The estimated results are very accurate in the noise
situation. When noise increases, only one modal eigenv
can be obtained. Sinceub1u@ub2u and ub1u@ub3u, the contri-
butions from the two inaccurate modes are negligible. Th
contributions due to the three modes are accounted by
one mode with a largera. This result is similar to what we
have obtained from the previous examples. The results
294Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm
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FIG. 5. Simulated results using parameters in Table II. Curves with* , s, and1 denote the noiseless incident field, noisy incident field, and simulated res
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Table VI are obtained usingN55 andd550. Here, we keep
the same number of antenna elements but increase the
tenna spacing. Although the estimation of the spectra is
accurate, the estimation of the magnitude of excitat
strengths of the three modes is quite accurate even in
situations with noise. The results in Table VII are obtain
using N550 and d55. Here, we keep the small antenn
spacing but increase the aperture of the array by increa
the number of the antenna elements. The estimated re
are very accurate even in situations with noise. Again,
reproduced incident field using the estimated parame
from Tables V–VII give good approximations to the r
ceived filedp(x) even in noisy situations. The correspondi
figures look very similar to the previous figures and a
therefore omitted. We conclude that there is no fundame
limitation on the resolution of the complex spectrum a
proach.

TABLE III. Estimation of two incident plane waves with close incide
angles. Only one incident wave is assumed.

Parameters Given Noiseless SNR530 SNR515

a1 0.0 20.9360 20.93 248 21.08 209
a2 0.0
b1 16.324 194 17.326 17.32 865 17.13 931
b2 18.437 648
ub1u 1.0 1.25 033 1.246 197 1.27 451
ub2u 0.95
/b1 0.0 0.75 041 0.74 461 0.70 211
/b2 1.57 079
295 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 1, July 1998
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From the above numerical studies, the combination
the real spectral numberbn and the location dependencean

seems to provide better physical insights into the multip
or multimode arrivals than using the real spectral numberbn

alone. The complex spectrum model has also been show
provide good resolution and accuracy even in noisy sit
tions. To further characterize the noise performance of
approach statistically, we consider a two-ray model with a
ditive white noise. In Fig. 8, we made 50 independent Mo
Carlo runs to obtain 50 independent shots of each pole on
complexZ plane, where an independent Gaussian noise
ries is generated in each run. There are no spurious pole
our method when the SNR is sufficiently large.~This is
called ‘‘robust.’’! Moreover, we can see from Fig. 8 that th
mean estimated value is close to the ‘‘true’’ values and
standard deviation or variance of the estimated values
small. This means that our algorithm is very accurate a
robust, since for almost every shot the estimated poles hit
right positions on theZ plane. Note that the absence of sp
rious pole is one of the most important features of our
proach. All the estimated poles using our method are t
system poles due to our rank reducing procedure in~9! when
the SNR is sufficiently high. Other approaches will give sp
rious poles because the orderM in ~1! is unknown.

The variance of any unbiased algorithm is bounded
the Cramer–Rao~CR! lower bound. Such a bound is ver
useful because it predicts the best possible performa
~smallest variances! for an unbiased estimator. Estimators
algorithms whose variances are close to or equals this bo
295Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm
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FIG. 6. Simulated results using parameters in Table III. Curves with* , s, and1 denote the noiseless incident field, noisy incident field, and simulated res

TABLE IV. Estimation of seven incident plane waves where three incident angles are close to one another.

Parameters Given Noiseless SNR530 SNR515

a1 0.0
a2 0.0 23.18 434E-3 21.71758E-2 20.15 148
a3 0.0
a4 0.0 26.65 515E-3 23.86876E-2 20.67 417
a5 0.0 22.08 838E-3 23.30605E-2 0.24 145
a6 0.0 5.73 600E-2 0.3 180 148 20.37 215
a7 0.0 5.34 340E-2 0.5 408 533 21.31 188
b1 9.424 778
b2 8.557 519 9.376 967 9.420 899 9.19 658
b3 10.26 620
b4 18.20 727 18.20 492 18.23 419 18.01 627
b5 217.41 472 217.41 192 217.39 740 218.15 382
b6 0.0 4.623 663E-3 0.238 573 20.38 012
b7 26.446 928 26.449 813 26.059 761 26.66 379
ub1u 1.0
ub2u 0.11 1.143 404 1.133 494 1.179 322
ub3u 0.04
ub4u 0.7 0.700 412 0.705 496 0.701 919
ub5u 0.5 0.500 107 0.474 610 0.487 003
ub6 0.4 0.399 946 0.392 962 0.478 977
ub7u 0.2 0.199 832 0.217 816 0.200 976
/b1 0.78 539
/b2 0.62 832 0.761 990 0.778 379 0.813 909
/b3 0.52 359
/b4 1.83 259 1.830 899 1.840 839 1.718 489
/b5 1.25 663 1.256 477 1.287 125 1.363 654
/b6 2.09 439 2.095 081 2.144 097 1.808 495
/b7 2.24 399 2.229 879 2.123 066 2.132 728
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FIG. 7. Simulated results using parameters in Table IV. Curves with* , s, and1 denote the noiseless incident field, noisy incident field, and simulated res
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can then be said to be ‘‘optimal.’’ In Figs. 9 and 10, w
made 500 independent Monte Carlo runs to obtain the m
and the variance where an independent Gaussian nois
generated in each run. Figure 9 shows the mean values
Fig. 10 shows the variance. Parts~a! and ~b! of both figures
report the outcomes ofbn and an , respectively. The dag
gered curve and the dotted curve represent the estimated
ues of the first ray and second ray, respectively. Solid line
Fig. 9 are the true values and solid lines in Fig. 10 repres
the Cramer–Rao~CR! lower bounds. The closed-form ex
pressions of CR bounds for the complex exponents of
damped exponentials are given in Ref. 15. Figure 9 sh
that our algorithm yields good results for SNR.10 dB.

TABLE V. Estimation of the three guided modes of a shallow water wa
guide usingN55 andd55.

Parameters Given Noiseless SNR530 SNR515

a1 28E-5 28.0E-5 1.04269E-3 3.7409E-3
a2 22.2E-4 22.1999E-4 3.89797E-2 27.2812E-4
a3 26.5E-5 26.4999E-5 29.20704E-3 4.6107E-3
b1 0.4145 0.4145 0.40 359 0.39 660
b2 0.3998 0.3998 0.24 889 20.38 613
b3 0.3737 0.3737 20.34 502 20.04 784
ub1u 1.0 0.9999 1.49 575 1.58 732
ub2u 0.13 0.1299 0.03 073 0.05 436
ub3u 0.42 0.4200 0.03 424 0.12 438
/b1 0.0 1.1706E-11 0.01 096 0.014 149
/b2 0.0 26.9373E-11 0.54 749 22.965 347
/b3 0.0 26.3998E-12 22.55 906 1.138 659
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~Without using the SVD to filter out the noise, the algorith
only works when SNR.30 dB.! Since the variance in Fig
10 is so close to the CR bound, our algorithm is alm
‘‘optimal’’ in the sense of the smallest variance fo
SNR.10 dB. But it is unbiased only up to SNR522 dB.
Strictly speaking, the CR bound applies only to an unbia
estimator. However, it is still a good reference for our alg
rithm which is with small bias. It is shown from this examp
that the proposed method has good noise immunity featu

III. CONCLUSIONS

Complex spectra can be used to model the locati
dependent features of a linear array for the spectrum se

-TABLE VI. Estimation of the three guided modes of a shallow water wa
guide usingN55 andd550.

Parameters Given Noiseless SNR530 SNR515

a1 28E-5 28.0E-5 26.82898E-5 2.68396E-4
a2 22.2E-4 22.1999E-4 29.46313E-4 3.95316E-4
a3 26.5E-5 26.4999E-5 2.93974E-5 2.55697E-3
b1 0.4145 0.03 756 0.037 564 0.03 701
b2 0.3998 0.02 281 0.023 381 0.02 190
b3 0.3737 20.00 329 20.003 317 22.26356E-3
ub1u 1.0 0.9999 0.99 925 1.07 232
ub2u 0.13 0.1299 0.12 671 0.15 093
ub3u 0.42 0.4200 0.43 147 0.43 446
/b1 0.0 1.1914E-16 0.00 136 2.4493E-3
/b2 0.0 4.2761E-16 20.05 947 20.035 113
/b3 0.0 1.7894E-16 20.01 435 0.048 951
297Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm
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of multiple arrivals. The real part of the complex phase co
stant represents the phase vector along the linear array
the imaginary part of the complex phase constant mode
linear variation of the incident field strength along the a
tenna array. We have shown that the complex spect
model is more effective in modeling nonplanar or nonu
form waves than the real spectrum model. In these situati
the complex spectrum model also provide a better desc
tion of the physical process. It is remarkable that the co
plex spectrum model can also be used in systems w
‘‘fewer degrees of freedom’’ than the number of incomin
waves because of the additional degree of freedom prov
by the ‘‘loss’’ factor in the complex phase. This feature
very important for practical applications where sufficie
number of sensors are not always feasible.

A combination of the singular value decompositio
method and the eigen-matrix pencil method is proven to
very useful for finding the complex spectra. The algorith
consists of five steps:~1! Form a Hankel matrix using the
noisy data sequence.~2! Filter the noisy data matrix throug
the rank-reducing approximation with the aid of SVD.~3!
Find the complex eigenvalues and associated eigenvecto
the re-formed Hankel matrix.~4! Form an eigen-matrix pen
cil using principal eigenvectors and find the complex gen
alized eigenvalues associated with this eigen-matrix pen
~5! Obtain the complex amplitude by employing a lea
square approach. The eigen-matrix pencil method has b

TABLE VII. Estimation of the three guided modes of a shallow wa
waveguide usingN550 andd55.

Parameters Given Noiseless SNR530 SNR515

a1 28E-5 28.0E-5 26.3045E-5 25.5827E-5
a2 22.2E-4 22.2E-4 21.3634E-4 21.5151E-4
a3 26.5E-5 26.4999E-5 25.8499E-5 28.9995E-3
b1 0.4145 0.4145 0.41 452 0.41 465
b2 0.3998 0.39979 0.40 008 0.40 071
b3 0.3737 0.3737 0.37 368 0.37 342
ub1u 1.0 1.0 0.99 949 1.00 269
ub2u 0.13 0.13 0.13 207 0.11 847
ub3u 0.42 0.42 0.41 847 0.42 185
/b1 0.0 21.2986E-14 22.8739E-3 26.47401E-5
/b2 0.0 21.2038E-13 6.8624E-4 26.35475E-2
/b3 0.0 22.4143E-14 7.0565E-5 26.64745E-3
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improved by using a rank-reducing approximation based
the SVD to reduce the noise and to estimate the order of
system. It is found that the rank-reducing approximation c
siderably improves the performance of the eigen-matrix p
cil method for the noisy data. The Cramer–Rao lower bou
have been used as a benchmark for the variance and
mean. For a two-ray model, the variance of the location
pendence factor is approximately 15 dB larger than tha
phase constant. The variance for phase constant and loc
dependence is very close to the CR bound.

In our numerical simulations, modes in a cylindric
shell, modes in a lossy shallow water, nonplanar wavefro
beams, and plane waves with close incident angles are m
eled with complex spectra. The SVD eigen-matrix pen
method works satisfactorily when SNR is greater than 10
if the incident waves can be well approximated by the co
plex spectrum model. It has the following five key adva
tages: noise immunity, robustness, resolution, accuracy,
physical insight. And we conclude that it has the best perf
mance for our purpose of complex spectrum finding. An i

FIG. 8. Estimation of the complex spectra of a two-ray model in the co
plex Z plane.
Solid lines
ond ray,
FIG. 9. ~a! Mean values ofbn . The daggered curve and the dotted curve represent the estimated values of the first ray and second ray, respectively.
are the true values.~b! Mean values ofan . The daggered curve and the dotted curve represent the estimated values of the first ray and sec
respectively. Solid lines are the true values.
298Lu et al.: Novel high-resolution algorithm



Solid lines
ay and
FIG. 10. ~a! Variance ofbn . The daggered curve and the dotted curve represent the estimated values of the first ray and second ray, respectively.
represent the Cramer–Rao~CR! lower bounds.~b! Variance ofan . The daggered curve and the dotted curve represent the estimated values of the first r
second ray, respectively. Solid lines in represent the Cramer–Rao~CR! lower bound.
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portant point to make is that the method can be applied
array data, in the absence of an assumed numberM of arriv-
als, to extract a model of the complex plane-wave arri
structure. This permits, for example, identification of dom
nant propagation and scattering paths and therefore prov
physical insight of the wave propagation and scattering p
cesses. This approach has been employed to evaluat
travel times and resonances of scattering returns from
merged targets using experimental data provided by Na
Undersea Warfare Center.19 It has also been employed t
simultaneously estimate the environment and multip
source locations in shallow waters.20 Applicability to large
vertical apertures in a waveguide with strong vertical var
tions in sound speed is more problematic and will be d
cussed in future publications.
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